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ABSTRACT

In this article, we present some development results of a system that performs mosaicing (or
mosaicking) of panoramic faces. Our objective is to study the feasibility of panoramic face
construction in real-time. To do so, we built a simple acquisition system composed of 5 standard
cameras which, together, can take simultaneously 5 different views of a face. Then, we chose an
easily hardware-achievable algorithm, consisting of successive linear transformations, in order
to compose a panoramic face from these 5 views. The method has been tested on a relatively
large number of faces.

In order to validate our system of panoramic face mosaicing, we also conducted a prelim-
inary study on panoramic faces recognition, based on the principal component method. Ex-
perimental results show the feasibility and viability of our system. This results indicate also
the feasibility of a possible hardware implantation. We also are considering using our system
for other applications such as human expression categorization and fast 3D face reconstruction.

Key words: Artificial vision, Image mosaicing, Face recognition, Principal Component Analy-
sis, FFT.

1. INTRODUCTION

Biometry is currently a very active area of research which comprises several sub-disciplines such
as image processing, pattern recognition, and computer vision (see, e.g.,1). The main goal of
biometry is to build systems which can identify people from some observable characteristics such



as their face, fingerprints, iris, etc. Faces seem to have a particulary strong appeal for the human
users, in part because we routinely use facial information to recognize each other. Different
techniques have been used to process faces such as neural network approaches2,3 eigenfaces,26

,4 ,5 and Markov chain.6 As the recent darpa-sponsored vendor test showed, most systems
use frontal facial images as their input patterns.7 As a consequence, most of these methods are
sensitive to pose and lighting conditions. One way to override these limitations is to combine
modalities (color, depth, 3D facial surface . . . )891011.12

Most of 3D acquisition systems use professional devices such as a travelling camera or a
3D scanner1011.13 Typically, these systems require that the subject remains immobile during
several seconds in order to obtain a 3D scan, and therefore these systems may not be appropriate
for some applications such as human expression categorization using movement estimation or
real-time applications. Also, their cost can easily make these systems prohibitive for routine
applications. In order to avoid using expensive and time intensive 3D acquisition devices, some
face recognition systems generate 3D information from stereo-vision.14 Relatively complex
calculations, however, are necessary in order to perform the auto-calibration and 2D projective
transformation.15 Another possible approach is to derive some 3D information from a set of
face images, but without trying to reconstitute the complete 3D structure of the face8.16

The goal of the present paper is to describe a system which is simple and efficient and also
which can potentially process 3D faces in real-time. Our method creates panoramic face mosaics
which give some 3D surface information. The acquisition system is composed of 5 cameras which
together can obtain simultaneous 5 different views of a given face. One of its main advantages
is an easy setup and very low cost.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe our acquisition system. Then, we
describe the method for creating panoramic face mosaics using successive linear transformations.
Next, we present experimental results of panoramic face recognition. Finally we conclude and
explore possible follow-ups and improvements.

2. ACQUISITION SYSTEM PRESENTATION

Our acquisition system is composed of five Logitech 4000 USB cameras with a maximal resolution
of 640 × 480 pixels. The parameters of each camera can be adjusted independently. Each
camera is fixed on a height-adjustable sliding support in order to adapt the camera position to
each individual (see Figure 1 left). The acquisition program grabs images from the 5 cameras
simultaneously (see Figure 1 right). These 5 images are stored in the PC with a frame data rate
of 20 × 5 = 100 images per second.

The human subject sits in front of the acquisition system, directly facing the central camera
(Camera 3). Different color markers are placed on the subject’s face. These markers are used
later on to define common points between different face views. The position of these color
markers corresponds roughly to the face fiduciary points. Figure 2 shows the position of the
chosen points. There are 10 markers on each face with at least 3 markers in common between
each face view.



Figure 1. The Acquisition system: the left panel shows the 5 cameras and their support, the right
panel shows the five images collected from a subject. Each image size is 240 × 320 pixels.

With the cameras used, each pixel corresponds to a size of 1 mm2. The area of each marker
used is approximately 20 mm2, which is sufficient for our application because it does not require
a high precision (i.e., a precision of 1 mm in the marker position measurement is sufficient for
our purposes).

Figure 2. Distribution of 10 markers in 5 views (clockwise from top left): Image 1, Image 2, Image 3,
Image 4, and Image 5.

3. PANORAMIC FACE CONSTRUCTION

Several panoramic image construction algorithms have been already introduced20222324.16 For
example, Jain and Ross24 have developed an image mosaicing technique that constructs a more
complete fingerprint template using two impressions of the same finger. In their algorithm,
they initially aligned the two impressions using the corresponding minutiae points. Then, this



alignment was used by a modified version of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm in
order to compute a transformation matrix that defines the spatial relationship between the
two impressions. A resulting composite image is generated using the transformation matrix
which has 6 independent parameters: three rotation angles (α, β, γ) about the x, y, and z

axes, respectively, and three translation components (tx, ty, tz) along the three axes. For faces,
Liu and Chen16 have proposed using facial geometry in order to improve the face mosaicing
result. They used a spherical projection (instead of a cylindrical projection) because it works
better with the head motion in both horizontal and vertical directions. A geometric matching
algorithm has been developed in order to describe the correspondences between the 2D image
plane space QUV and the spherical surface space Oαβ. In order to accomplish this, the two
matching parameters [∆α, ∆β]T are found using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. In order
to improve the computational efficient, Liu and Chen approximated the mapping function with
a triangular mesh, representing a face as a set of triangles.

In general, the methods using non-linear transformations and iterative algorithms obtain
very correct results in terms of geometric precision. However, these methods require a large
number of computations and therefore cannot be easily implemented in real-time. Because we
ultimately want to be able to build a real-time system, we decided to use simple (and therefore
fast) linear methods. Our panoramic face construction algorithm is performed in three stages
(see Figure 3):

1. Marker detection and marker coordinate calculation.

2. Transformation matrix estimation and image linear transformation.

3. Creation of panoramic face mosaics.

3.1. Marker detection and marker coordinate calculation

The first step of the algorithm corresponds to the detection of the markers put on the subject’s
face. The markers were made of adhesive paper (so that they would stick to the subject’s face).
We used 3 colors to create 10 markers (4 blue, 3 yellow, and 3 violet ones, see Figure 2 for an
illustration). These three colors have been chosen after several tests because they are easily
identifiable when compared to the face hue. These markers were used as reference points for
pasting the different views of the face.

In order to detect the markers, we used color segmentation based upon the hue and saturation
components of each image. This procedure allows a strong color selectivity and a small sensitivity
to luminosity variation. Figure 4 illustrates the steps used for the yellow marker detection
process. First, color segmentation gives, from the original image (Figure 4 top left), a binary
image which contains the detected markers (Figure 4 top right). Then, in order to find the
marker coordinates we used a logical AND operation which was performed between the binary
image and a grid including white pixels separated by a fixed distance (Figure 4 bottom left).
This distance has been chosen in relation to the marker area. A distance of 3 pixels allows us
to capture all white zones (detected markers). Finally, we computed the centers of the detected
zones (Figure 4 bottom right). These centers gives the coordinates of the markers in the image.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of proposed panoramic face construction algorithm.

3.2. Transformation matrix estimation and image linear

transformation

We decided to represent each face as a mosaic. A mosaic face is a face made by concatenation
of the different views pasted together as if they were on a flat surface. So, in order to create a
panoramic face we combine the five different views. We start with the central view and paste
the lateral views one at a time (see Figure 3). Our method consists of transforming the image
to be pasted in order to link common points between this image and the target image. We
obtain this transformed image by multiplying it by a linear transformation matrix. This matrix
is calculated as a function of the coordinates of 3 common markers between 2 images. C1 and
C2 represent, respectively, coordinates of the first and second images:

C1 =

[
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We obtain the transformation matrix as follows:

T = C1 × (C⋆
2
)−1 (3)



Figure 4. Yellow marker detection (reading left to right): original image, binary image after color
filtering applied on Hue and Saturation components, a grid of white pixels, and marker coordinate
localization.
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and

T =

[

a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

]

(5)

Then, we generalize this transformation to the whole image :

x = a1x
′ + b1y

′ + c1

y = a2x
′ + b2y

′ + c2

(6)

This linear transformation corresponds to a combination of image rotation, image transla-
tion, and image dilation (see Figure 5). Figure 6 displays the superposition of Image 3 (not
transformed) and Image 4 (transformed using the coordinates of the yellow markers as common
points).



Figure 5. Image 4 before and after the linear transformation: the transformation matrix is computed
using Image 4 and Image 3 (central view, see Figures 2 and 6).

Figure 6. Superposition of Images 3 and 4: original Image 3 (left), and superposition of transformed
Image 4 and original Image 3 (right).

3.3. Creation of panoramic face mosaics

We begin the panoramic face construction with the central view (Image 3, see Figure 2). From
the superposition of the original Image 3 and transformed Image 4 (see Figure 6), we remove
redundant pixels in order to obtain a temporary panoramic 3-4 image (see Figure 7 left). In
order to eliminate redundant pixels, we create a cutting line which goes through two yellow
markers. This panoramic 3-4 image temporarily becomes our target image.

We repeat this operation for each view. First, Image 2 is pasted on the temporary panoramic
Image 3-4 in order to obtain a new temporary panoramic 2-3-4 image (see Figure 7 right). The
corresponding transformation matrix is generated using three common violet markers. Then,
we compute the transformation matrix which constructs Image 2-3-4-5 (see Figure 8 left) using
two blue markers and one yellow marker (topmost). Finally, Image 1 is pasted to the temporary
panoramic Image 2-3-4-5 with the help of two blue markers and one violet marker (topmost)
(see Figure 8 right).

Figure 9 left displays the final panoramic face composition from 5 views. This composi-
tion preserves some of the face shape. For example, the chin in a human face possesses more
curvature than other parts, therefore the bottom part of the panoramic face is composed of 5



Figure 7. Mosaicing results: Image 3-4 (left), and Image 2-3-4 (right).

Figure 8. Mosaicing results: Image 2-3-4-5 (left), and Image 1-2-3-4-5 (right).

Figure 9. Mosaicing results: Panoramic face composition from 5 views (left), and final mosaic (right).

views: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. On the other hand, 3 views (1, 3, and 5) suffice to compose the top part.

Figure 9 right shows the final mosaic face obtained after automatical contour cutting. For
this, we first surround the panoramic face by a circle that passes by the extreme points of the ears
in order to eliminate the background. Then, we replace segments of this circle by polynomial
curves using extreme point coordinates located with the help of the marker positions.



Note that these 10 markers allow us to link common points between 5 views. The coordinates
of the markers are computed in the marker detection process (see Section 3.1), and arranged
in a table. Then, all 10 markers are erased from all 5 views using a simple image processing
technique (local smoothing). This table of marker coordinates is regenerated for each temporary
panoramic image construction. The goal of marker elimination is to use panoramic faces for face
recognition or 3D face reconstruction applications.

As compared to the method proposed by Liu and Chen,16 panoramic faces obtained using
our model are less precise in geometry. For example, Liu and Chen used a triangle mesh in
order to represent a face. Each triangle possesses its proper transformation parameters. In our
system, a single transformation matrix is generated for a complete image. Liu and Chen have
also established a statistical modeling containing the mean image and a number of “eigen-images"
in order to represent the face mosaic.

Our objective is to create a simple and efficient for later hardware implantations. Therefore,
methods necessitating large amounts of computing time and a relatively large memory space
are not adapted for the present objective. In order to test and validate our panoramic face
mosaicing algorithm, we decided to use an approach based on the principal component analysis
model originally proposed by Abdi,26 This method is described in the next section.

4. PANORAMIC FACE RECOGNITION

We created a panoramic face database using the method described in Section 3. This database
is composed of 12 persons × 4 expressions × 2 sessions creating a total of 96 panoramic faces.
The two acquisition sessions were performed over an interval of one month. The four expressions
were: neutral, smile, deepened eyebrows, and eyes closed (see Figure 10). We implemented a
face recognition procedure using this database in order to validate our panoramic face mosaicing
system.

4.1. Face recognition description : PCA

Over the past 25 years, several face recognition techniques have been proposed, motivated by
the increasing number of real world applications and also by the interest in modeling human
cognition. One of the most versatile approach is derived from the statistical technique called
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) adapted to face images.25 Such an approach has been
used, for example, by Abdi26 and Turk and Pentland4 for face detection and identification. PCA
is based on the idea that face recognition can be accomplished with a small set of features that
best approximates the set of known facial images. Application of PCA for face recognition
proceeds by first performing a PCA on a well-defined set of images of known human faces
(every person is represented by a number of different images, in which various expressions are
captured). From this analysis, a set of L principal components is obtained and the projection
of the new faces on these components is used to compute distances between new faces and old
faces. These distances, in turn, are used to make predictions about the new faces (i.e., are these
new or old faces?).



Figure 10. A sampling of panoramic faces from the first session’s database.

Technically, PCA on face images proceeds as follows. The K face images to be learned
are represented by K vectors ak where k is the image number.27 Each vector ak is obtained
by concatenating the rows of the matrix storing the pixel values of the k-th face image. This
operation is performed using the vec operation which transforms a matrix into a vector (see,21

for more details).

The complete set of patterns is represented by a I × K matrix noted A, where I represents
the number of pixels of the face images and K the total number of images under consideration.

Specifically, the learned matrix A can be expressed as:

A = P∆QT (7)

where P is the matrix of eigenvectors of AAT , Q is the matrix of eigenvectors of ATA, and
∆ is the diagonal matrix of singular values of A, ∆ = Λ1/2 with Λ matrix of eigenvalues of
AAT and ATA. The left singular eigenvectors P can be re-arranged in order to be displayed as
images. In general, these images are somewhat face-like (26) and are often called “eigen-faces"
(4).



Given the singular vectors P, every face in the database can be represented as a weight
vector in the principal component space. The weights are obtained by projecting the face image
onto the left singular vector, and this is achieved by a simple inner product operation (29):

PROJx = xTP∆−1 (8)

where x is a face vector. It corresponds to a face exemplar in the training process or a test face
in the recognition process. Therefore, when a new test image whose identification is required is
given, its vector of weights also represents the new image. In general the number of pixels (I) is
much larger than the number of face images (K) and therefore the number of singular vectors
will be equal (at most) to K, which is also the dimension of the face weight vectors. Therefore,
representing a face image by its weight vector corresponds to an important compression of the
image.

Identification of the test image is done by locating, in the known face database, the image
which has the smallest Euclidean distance from the test image (the distances are computed
from the weight vectors for greater computational efficiency). This algorithm is called “The

nearest neighbor classification rule." Figure 11 displays the projections of the learned faces
stored in matrix A on principal components 2 and 3. For this illustration, 48 panoramic faces
were analyzed. Each panoramic face is labelled by its identity (12 persons, number 1-12),
its expression (4 expressions coded N: neutral, S: smile, R: deepened, F: eyes closed) and its
acquisition session (two sessions, a and b). Here only the first session (session a) is displayed.
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Figure 11. 2D projection representation of learned matrix A on principal component 2 and 3; each
panoramic face is differentiated by its identity (number 1-12), its expression (N,S,R,F), and its acqui-
sition session (a, b).



5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PANORAMIC FACE

RECOGNITION

5.1. Spatial representation

For these first tests, panoramic faces were analyzed using the original 240 × 320 pixel image
(spatial representation) without pre-processing. The database consisted of 12 persons × 4
expressions × 2 sessions = 96 panoramic faces, and was divided into two subsets. One subset
served as the face training set and the other subset provided the face testing test. As illustrated
in Figure 10, all these panoramic faces possess a uniform background, and the ambient lighting
varied according to the daylight.

From the panoramic face database, one, two, three, or four images were randomly chosen for
each individual in order to create the training set (number of patterns for learning per individual
p = 1, 2, 3, 4). The rest of the panoramic faces were used in order to test the face recognition
method. For example, when p = 1, the number of total training examples is equal to 1 × 12
persons =12, and the number of test samples for recognition is equal to 96−12 = 84. Therefore,
for each individual, only one panoramic face is learned in order to recognize seven other images
of this person. Several executions of our Matlab program were run for each value of p using
randomly chosen training and testing sets. Then we computed mean performances, the results
are presented in Table 1.

Using the nearest neighbor classification rule, the panoramic face identity test is done by
locating the closest image in the known face database. Therefore, the system can make only
confusion errors (i.e. associating the face of one person with a test face of another). In Table 1,
the recognition rate corresponds to correct panoramic face recognition rate.

Table 1. Results of panoramic face recognition with spatial representation: the number of singular

vectors used corresponds to the mean values obtained with the discriminant analysis algorithm during

several executions.

Number of training examples/individual p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Number of total training examples 12 24 36 48
Number of singular vectors used 9 13 18 25
Number of tests for recognition 84 72 60 48

Recognition rate 70% 85.08% 90.1% 93.21%

We added a discriminant analysis stage in the face recognition process so as to determine
the number of necessary eigenvectors. This analysis re-orders the eigenvectors, not according to
their eigenvalues, but according to their importance for identification. Specifically, we computed
the ratio of the between group inertia to the within group inertia for each eigenvector. This
ratio expresses the quality of the separation of the identity of the subject performed by this
eigenvector (a similar approach was taken by Abdi, Valentin, & O’Toole,5 and by O’Toole,
Jiang, Abdi & Haxby, in press30). The eigenvector with the largest ratio performs the best
identity separation, the eigenvector with the second largest ratio performs second best, etc.



For the example shown in Figure 12, we observe that it suffices to use only 23 eigenvectors
to reach the maximum recognition rate (93.75%). Additional eigenvectors do not add to the
quality of the identification.
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Figure 12. Recognition rate in function of the number of re-organized eigenvectors.

5.1.1. Frequential representation

We also tested our recognition system in term of spatial frequencies. Figure 13 left displays the
FFT amplitude of a panoramic face. We can observe that spectrums are well centered in low
frequencies. This allows us to apply a low-pass filter in order to reduce the size of the data to
process (see Figure 13 right). Only 80 × 80 FFT amplitude values of low frequencies were used
for the recognition system.

Figure 13. Original FFT amplitude 3D representation (left), and low frequencies, FFT amplitude of
only 80 × 80 = 6400 values which are presented to the recognition system (right).



We applied the same training and testing process as used in spatial representation. Test
results are given in Table 2. We obtain a better recognition rate with the frequential representa-
tion (97.46%) than with the spatial representations (93.21%). This advantage of the frequencial
representation is due to the fact that for face images, the spectrum amplitude is less sensitive
to noise (or variations) than the spectrum phase. We confirmed this interpretation by using a
panoramic face image to which noise was added. Figure 14a shows a original panoramic face.
Figure 14b displays the same panoramic face image with added noise. We first performed the
FFT of these two images and, then their inverse FFT in the two following manners:

1. Using the spectrum amplitude of the noised image and the spectrum phase of the original
image (see Figure 14c).

2. Using the spectrum phase of the noised image and the spectrum amplitude of the original
image (see Figure 14d).

These results show that the face obtained with the first configuration is closer to the original
face than the face obtained with the second configuration. This confirms that the spectrum
amplitude is less sensitive to noise than the spectrum phase.

Table 2. Results of panoramic face recognition with frequential representation

Number of training examples/individual p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Number of total training examples 12 24 36 48
Number of singular vectors used 8 13 18 24
Number of test for recognition 84 72 60 48

Recognition rate 76.83% 91.26% 93.25% 97.46%

5.1.2. Discussion

Tsalakanidou et al.8 described a study designed to evaluate three different approaches (color,
depth, combination of color and depth) for face recognition and quantity the contribution of
depth. The color images were stored in portable pixmap format (ppm) with a resolution of
720 × 576 pixels. In addition, for each person the “structured light" approach was used for
capturing the 3D facial surface and thus creating the depth map. Their experimental results
show significant gains of 5% with the use of depth information. They have obtained a recognition
rate of 97.5% using the depth map and color frontal view. The face recognition technique used
is based on the implementation of the PCA algorithm (similar to ours). How does our system
compare with these results? By using a simple and easily built system, we were able obtain
some 3D face information, and we obtained performance levels of panoramic face recognition
very close to those reported by Tsalakanidou et al..



Figure 14. Amplitude is less sensitive to noise than phase (from left to right, top to bottow): a).
An original panoramic face image; b). Original image with added Gaussian noise (mean=0 and vari-
ance=0.05); c). IFFT image using the spectrum amplitude of b) and the spectrum phase of a); and
d). IFFT image using the spectrum amplitude of a) and the spectrum phase of b). The image c) is
more similar to the image a) than the image d).

5.2. Panoramic face recognition with negative samples

In order to evaluate the behavior of our system for unknown people, we added 4 people to the
test database (see Figure 15). These panoramic faces were obtained as described in Section 3.

Figure 15. Panoramic faces of four unknown persons.

Table 3 displays different test performances. We added 4 persons × 4 expressions × 2 sessions
= 32 panoramic faces in each test set. In order to reject these unknown faces, we established
a threshold of Euclidean distance. Because we are working on applications of typical access
control, where confusion is more harmful than non-recognition, we decided to use a relatively
severe acceptance threshold in order to reject intruders. Note that the acceptance threshold is
constant for all tests. Efficiency is defined as follows:



Recognition: correct recognition of a panoramic face,

Non-recognition: a panoramic face has not been recognized,

Confusion: a panoramic face is confused with an intruder.

Table 3. Results of panoramic face recognition with negative samples: these performances were obtained

using the frequential representation. Performance declined in comparison with tests without negatives

samples.

Number of training examples/individual p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Number of total training examples 12 24 36 48
Number of singular vectors used 8 13 18 24
Number of tests for recognition 116 104 92 80

Non-recognition rate 25.4% 12.74% 7.58% 4.82%
Confusion rate 5.85% 4% 3.5% 2.8%

Recognition rate 68.75% 83.26% 88.92% 92.38%

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we proposed a fast and simple method for panoramic face mosaicing. The ac-
quisition system consists of several cameras, and uses a series of fast linear transformations of
the images produced by t he cameras. The simplicity of the computations makes it possible to
envisage real-time applications.

In order to test the recognition performance of our system, we used the panoramic faces as in-
put to a recognition system based upon principal component analysis. We tested two panoramic
face representations: spatial and frequential. We found that a frequential representation gives
the best performance with a correct recognition rate of 97.46% versus 93.21% for spatial rep-
resentation. An additional advantage of the frequential representation is to reduce the data
volume to process and this further accelerates calculation speed. We used negative samples for
panoramic face recognition system and the correct recognition rate was 92.38%. Experimental
results show that our fast mosaicing system provides relevant 3D facial surface information for
recognition application. Obtained performance is very close or superior to published levels623.8

In the future, we plan to simplify our acquisition system by replacing the markers by a
structured light. We also hope to use our system without markers. For this, we will detect
control points on faces (corners and maximum curvature ...). Another line of development is to
improve the geometry quality of our panoramic face mosaic construction16.31 For this, we will
use realistic human face models. We are also exploring processing panoramic face recognition
using others classifiers with more variable conditions. Then, 3D face applications are envisaged
such as real time human expression categorization using movement estimation and fast 3D facial
modeling for compression and synthesis such as in video-conferencing.
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